¾ of OEH visitors are inspired to make their own home energy improvements

‘This has allowed me to see in practice how some of my problems can be resolved’

- OEH visitor
Since 2010:

3,889 tours of homes
7,594 Tonnes CO$_2$e

Normalise eco homes

‘OEH gives you a chance to talk with eco-retrofit veterans and the support to think what you could do in your own home’

- OEH visitor
Green houses: Lowering your carbon footprint starts at home

Open Eco Homes 2011 is an initiative in Cambridge where homes that have had a green makeover invite the public in to see how it’s done.

ENERGY
Can a period house be made energy-efficient?

When you live in a period house, older needn’t mean colder. Insulated shutters, hi-tech double glazing and even winter-proof cat flaps can slash bills.

Sarah Lonsdale
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Huge heating bill: before renovating this Victorian property it cost nearly £1,400 a year for gas alone.
2030 – Meeting the zero carbon homes challenge
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